Additional file 3: Comparison between reads proportion for each taxonomic category in *Aedes aegypti* and *Culex quinquefasciatus* per sample/pool without sample Ab-AAF-1-3. (A) Comparison of the proportion of eukaryotic virus reads in the two mosquito species without sample Ab-AAF-1-3. (B) Comparison of the proportion of bacteriophage reads in the two mosquito species without sample Ab-AAF-1-3. (C) Comparison of the proportion of bacteria reads in the two mosquito species with and without sample Ab-AAF-1-3. (D) Comparison of the proportion of bacteriophageTBC reads in the two mosquito species with and without sample Ab-AAF-1-3. (E) Comparison of the proportion of unassigned virus reads in the two mosquito species with and without sample Ab-AAF-1-3.